
AnDiPA
Anti-Disease-Party

Humanity is suffering from a severe disease.
Most people are unaware of it. That makes it worse.
Unaware as they are, they are extra vulnerable.
Learn about the disease behind the Corona-disease!
Learn about face-patterns and behavior-patterns
and then stack experience on experience: proof, that
you have got a key to understand your world better,

able now to see the disease and able to contribute to
defeat it.  Become engaged !

Humanity is a body on globe EARTH with about

7.500.000.000 cells,
with 7.5 billion persons. Men, women, children.

98% of all are led by inborn programs of cooperation, 
of  helping each other, of mastering difficulties in teamwork.

Cooperation is the motor of civilization, of becoming great and
powerfull, of getting control over the powers of nature.

About 2% of all have defects in a special inborn program,
resulting in attacking and damaging the majority.



Of course not openly, but disguised as wolves in sheep´s
clothing, as partisans, as TrojanHorses, as infiltrants,
with indirect operations, with fault flag operations, with

all known strategies of producing damage hidden
behind scenes.

Sick child in adult body
Child Bill Gates, full of prank-joy:

I have played a bad prank. But I reveal nothing!
Pressing the lips firmly together means: “I reveal nothing!”

The eyes, fixing the victim, sucking in information out of the corners of the eyes. Head already
turned away, ready to flee. Though adult and strong, he shows the flee-pattern of a week child.
Chief  Justice of Supreme Court John Roberts is showing the same after-prank-pattern after his

prank to block control by the court after obvious election fraud: the lips firmly together “I reveal
nothing! I reveal to nobody, that I have played a bad prank to Trump and the US-Nation”.

Looking back out of the eye-corners on victims, head and body already turned in flee-direction

Disease developes, when one organ gets weak, making
it impossible to support the other organs as well as

normally. A special form of severe disease developes,
an auto-immune-disease developes, when one organ

starts to attack and to damage the other organs. 
The 2%-group with a defect inborn program is attacking

the 98%-majority. Thus here we experience a kind of
auto-immune-disease of humanity.



In earlier times the attacking and damaging group was
smaller, 1% of all, and weak, with few tools to damage
others. It grew over 1.5% to 2% now, becoming at the

same time richer, getting more power, getting more
attacker-tools, acquiring more intelligence. That´s why it
is now a greater danger than ever, a deadly danger for

humanity indeed.

Thus: we have to stand up and to heal the defect
program inside of them, which changes normal people
into senselessly attacking and senselessly damaging

other people.  
It is really senseless and really crazy! They use to

attack everybody, whom they find weak enough. They
attack as soon as they think, that they can damage

successfully. Continuously they are looking around for
weak victims, driven by that defect program in their

heads. It is brain disease! Nothing else!  But it does not
look like that from outside. The defect is hidden in a

corner of their brain. With the rest of the brain, which is
normal, they can behave normally. So they hide behind
a semblance of normality and can play the game perfectly.

They are dangerous enemies!

Sometimes however they are switching between the
normal and the sick part of their brain. Then you have a
chance to observe that.You have to watch carefully. You have

to know face-patterns. You have to know, in which parts of
their faces signals of sick emotions appear. For some seconds

sometimes. Or for as short as a quart of a second only.



A bit of training helps you.
First hint: watch the edges of their lips !

Second hint: Observe the activity of their eyes ! Fixing eyes? Sucking
eyes? Observe the activity of their eyes, while laughing ! Normal

laugh, with eyes going inside in joy, with eyes going around, with eyes
looking far away? Or laugh with fixing eyes, sucking in information of
you and your emotions? Trying to catch your state of mind, your
vulnerability or your being hurt? Study the after-prank-pattern, APP !
Third hint: If your opponent is bearing a pokerface, which does not
meet the situation, then become alert. Pokerface is for many 2%g-
people with very strong sick emotions the only way to suppress the

wish to laugh over damage, damage coming, in preparation,
or damage already made. Pokerface is their only way to hide the

lustwaves, hitting them inside.

At once you will understand, what is going on:
As soon as you have got it, you can stack experience

on experience, all of the same kind, supporting the
correctness of the solution of the riddle:

The explanation for the embarrassing happenings is simple:
explanation for a world of evil, with mountains of damage,

indirectly created: health damage, property damage, trillions
of dollars, by money-manipulation, property gone to the

billionairs, and once more property damage and liveability
damage by stealing, robbing and hiding big innovations,

senselessly, f.i. several – not only one, but several –
technologies to produce free clean energy and letting people

around the world pay another trillions of dollars for dirty
energy and live in a polluted enviroment, senselessly polluted 

(The damagemakers must live themselves in the poluted
environment, showing the senselessness of their activities clearly)

and loss of millions of lifes through ignited wars: 



the 2%-group is playing pranks, evil pranks.
The persons of the 2%-group are playing evil
pranks all their life, in large groups or in small

groups, all kinds of damage games. More
damage means more lust. They enjoy it

deeply. They enjoy it as children, in the child-
corner of their brains. It is the ppp-program,

the well known playing pranks program, active
within healthy children between age 7 and age
11, which is active in their heads in a distorted
form: 1. without damage-limitation, and 2. life-
long running. This defect ppp-program, dppp,
is causing the whole trouble. They inherited a
defect gene, the Dppp-Gene, DpppG, which
caused defect brainstructures in one brain-

corner, in the child-corner, and this causes the
Dppp-Disease, DpppD, the crazy behavior,

damaging others senselessly. 
Enjoying big damage, damage without

damage-limitation, enjoying evil pranks without
conscience: you can watch it.  Check it out

and stack observation on observation!
In normal healthy children between 7 and 11 the ppp-

program, enclosing the damage-limitation-program



(dlp), is activ. Dlp allows children to make small
damage. En enjoy it deeply. Dlp forbids children to

make big damage. Dlp gives children a bad conscience,
a bad feeling, if they make big damage.

Dlp does not run within the people of the 2%-
group.They enjoy damage, small or big, deeply, without

getting a bad conscience, without bad feelings. They
doen't have  conscience. Conscienceless people. Not
normal ! Sick people ! Born with DpppG, the Defect

Gene, and with the devastating brain Disease DpppD.  

Dppp-Disease is the evil power behind organized wars.
Who could think this out? The 'harmless' and funny ppp-

attack-program of children the background of the big
attacker-events, the organized wars! WW1, WW2 and now WW3.

Surprising reality! See below a WW3-warrior, 
the crazy child Bill Gates in an adult body.



Why doe you press your lips together, Bill?
What do you want to hide? Your vaccine damage prank?

The sick persons of the 2%group, 
placed between Dppp-Disease, DpppD,

and us, the victims, the 98%group, 
are only the tools of DpppD to attack and to damage us.

The chain of cause and effect is:
DpppG >> DpppD >> sick 2%group >> we, 98%group

or, more elaborated, 
DpppG >> DpppD >> 2%group >> tools of 2%g>> 98%g

Does it make sense to start now a counter attack
against the 2%group, while DpppG and DpppD are

outside of our sight and attention?  
Sure not !  2%g is not the origin of the problems, but

only a tool of DpppG+DpppD, the true origin of the evil.

Thus:  we have to start an attack on DpppG+DpppD, 
a big operation to heal the 2%-group from DpppD. 

Our gene-science is able to manage that.
The origin of the evil is located. It's a tiny cause with a
giant effect. Most probably we can get it under control.

Let's have a look now on the tools of the 2%group!
DpppD is using 2%g als a tool.

So DpppD is indirectly using the tools of 2%g.
What are the tools of the 2%group 



to organize WW3, running since 2019?

a. Money-Power. Big Money of the sick billionairs
b. Media-control. Big parts of the MSM-media are

property of the billionairs. The rest is under their control.
c. Lie strategy. Brainwash strategy. 
Silencing unwanted facts to death 

(follow 2 media-channels, a normal and critical media-channel, 
and a MSM-media-channel  – then you can see it easily)

spreading half and whole lies to brainwash people.
d. Bio-weapons, just actual now. Viruses!

e. chemical weapons, Chemtrail-weapons, waiting.
f. hungerdeath-weapon, as used 1945-1948, waiting

g. 5G-radiation-weapon, installed, rolled out,
h. lockdown dictatorship, active and getting denser

h. vaccines with hidden components to thin out
population (expression of Billionair Bill Gates).

Depopulation. Genocide. They aim at large scale
genocide! They even admit it openly. The Great Reset!

People with brain-disease DpppD, the lust-
damagemaker-disease, have written threir WW3-script,

investing many many years,  and have started the
attack on us, the 98%-group.now!

It is a 2%-group. 
As soon as a bigger part of our 98%-group has got it, 

we can wash their weapons away, 
get them and treat their disease.

That has to be done now.
Become engaged !

In their core they are children.



When we start pressing them, 
rely upon, that they will panic and start making big faults

Once more, Bill: What do you want to hide? 
Your genocide-plans, based on the vaccine weapon?

Their weak virus-weapon Corona Covid19 is in action*, has been
spread. We can suffocate the first Corona-virus and the “mutations”
Their 5G-weapon is in action. We can dismount the antennes easily.
The lockdown-weapon is realized. Big protests are already running.
We can breakdown the lockdown easily by saying “no” in big groups,
with rubber-resistance-strategy, avoiding confrontation with criminal

2%g-police and with criminal 2%g-military. 
Avoiding to attack their strong sides. See Corona-Holiday.jaaaa.net .

 Attacking only their weakest side, their Big Disease DpppD.
The vaccine-weapon has been applied in first cases, 

with many even jong people dead. (information, heavily suppressed by MSM).
Much more people dieing as result of the vaccination than as result of the virus-

infection. Of cause they are hiding that, believing in the almightiness of their
brainwash-technology to twist the truth endlessly. We can stop that vaccination-

idiocy by saying “no” and warning and spreading the facts. 
We can even replace the bad and harmfull vaccines with the new  much better

and harmless vaccines of the TU Delft. The digital vaccines.
The mRNA-”vaccines” of the WW3-attackers nead minus70 Grad C
conservation. Suddenly there are difficulties to deliver the planned



quantities. Maybe, that an insider with full view on the planned mega-
crime of the crazy children in adult bodies has made his “no”-decision

and turned the wrong switches to sabotage a bit, with result big
damage to the plans of the lust-damagemakers. 

Battles inside the 2%groep, using the bad-prank-strategy, are a reality
of the disease also. During years of observation of the perverse

DpppD-groups that has been registered

So their attack-machinery is vulnerable and we can make use of that.
It makes sense to block their weapons. It doesn't make sense to kill
the crazy children, playing their WW3-prank. It makes sense to heal

them from their disease DpppD, the origin of the evil. The persons are
merely tools of DpppD. 

The sick children in adult bodies, playing their WW3-prank, have bad
cards, if we make a fist, we, the 98%-group, the 98%-giant.

Group-actions make sense. Rubber-resistance is effective. See
www.Corona-Holiday.jaaaa.net .The 2%-dwarf has not enough crews
to be a match for big peacefull groups with intelligent pacifist strategy

Become engaged !

www.adp.jaaaa.net
www.a.jaaaa.net 

http://www.Corona-Holiday.jaaaa.net/
http://www.a.jaaaa.net/
http://www.adp.jaaaa.net/


Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in USA John Roberts
is suffering from Dppp-Disease, DpppD. The lust-damagemaker-disease.

Typical pattern on his face, after having played a bad prank. Fun, looking back, 
prepared to flee, flee-pattern of a child. 

Obama and after-prank-pattern


